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During the last two decades, higher education has focused on 
providing learning environments conducive to students 
participating in their own learning. Institutions have tried to 
find ways for students to actively participate with faculty 
members and to encourage them to build a support network, 
form friendships and connect with their institutions. Learning 
communities, in their various forms, have assisted higher  

education in providing these experiences.
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WHAT ARE LEARNING COMMUNITIES

• The origin of learning communities dates back to 1927 when 
Alexander Meiklejohn formed the two-year Experimental 
College at the University of Wisconsin. Students and faculty 
read and discussed classic Greek literature the first year and 
compared it to the contemporary American literature in the 
second-year. Students were required to connect these ideas 
and write a paper during the summer between the first and 
second years. Although this first attempt at a learning 
community was short-lived--only six years--it provided the 
foundation for the learning communities we know today.
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• Although learning communities in their basic form have 
existed in one form or another for over seventy years, their 
recent resurgence has expanded to include many different 
models. Learning communities intentionally restructure the 
curriculum to connect students and faculty in common 
courses, often including seminars or a peer advising 
component. 
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• According to Gabelnick, MacGregor, Matthews, & Smith 
(1990, p. 19), "A learning community is any one of a variety of 
curricular structures that link together several existing 
courses--or actually restructure the curricular material 
entirely--so that students have opportunities for deeper 
understanding and integration of the material they are 
learning, and more interaction with one another and their 

teachers as fellow participants in the learning enterprise."
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• Learning communities help students link their 
academic work with active and increased 
intellectual interaction with each other and 
with faculty. Learning communities also 
promote coherence among students and 
create a sense of common purpose and 
community. Alexander Astin (1985, p. 161) in 
Schroeder & Mable (1994, p. 167) defines 
learning communities as "small subgroups of 
students. . .characterized by a common sense 
of purpose. . .that can be used to build a sense 
of group identity, cohesiveness, and 
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MODELS

Currently, there are five major learning 
community models in existence. 

Many institutions find that choosing a single 
model is not as beneficial as using bits and 
pieces from two or three models. 

Each institution has its own mission and can 
design the learning communities that best fit 
that mission.
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• "Linked Courses" - This model links a cohort of 
students with two common courses. One 
course is typically content-based (science, 
math) and the other is an application course 
(writing, speech). The faculty of each course 
may teach independently or together and 
coordinate syllabi and assignments so that the 
classes compliment each other. The Linked 
Courses Model provides a shared experience 
for students that focuses on a content-based 
course that is actively supported by a skills 
course.
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• The University of Washington has a nationally 
recognized Interdisciplinary Writing Program 
in which students take an expository writing 
course that is linked with a general education 
lecture course. Students can choose up to 27 
different general education courses. 
Instructors work together to generate ideas 
for assignments in the writing class based on 
the general education course. The community 
is formed in the small writing classes and 
students share a common identity and 
purpose while in the general education 
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• "Learning Clusters" - The Learning Cluster 
Model is similar to the Linked Course Model 
except that instead of linking two courses 
together, three or four courses are linked with 
one cohort, often serving as the students' 
entire course load. However, in Learning 
Clusters, the courses are usually based on a 
theme, historical periods, issues, or problems. 
The degree to which the three or four faculty 
work together depends on the institution but 
can vary from common syllabi, joint 
assignments to team teaching. Often, Learning 
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• At Western Michigan University, the Honors 
College Program has at least four Learning 
Clusters each semester. Some examples have 
included: Human Nature (Introduction to 
Biomedical Sciences, Thought and Writing, 
and General Psychology); Thought and Politics 
(Thought and Writing, Principles of Sociology, 
and Introduction to Political Science); and 
Information Processing (Informational Writing, 
Finite Mathematics with Applications, and 
Principles of Sociology).
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• "Freshman Interest Groups" (FIGs) - The 
Freshman Interest Groups (FIGs) are similar to 
Linked Courses in that they link three 
freshmen courses together by theme; this is 
especially suited for large universities because 
many FIGs can be offered simultaneously. FIGs 
are linked around academic majors and 
include a peer advising component where 
freshman can discuss course work and 
problems adjusting to college. Because of the 
weekly seminars, led by a peer advisor, faculty 
play a lesser role, but may be active in the 
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Thematic Learning Communities

Thematic Learning Communities integrate two or more courses 
using a common theme. By connecting subjects through 
readings and assignments, understanding of the material is 
easier and learning is improved. Furthermore, you'll work 
with the same community of students in the linked classes, 
helping each other succeed and making friends along the way. 
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One Institution’s Approach to Accountability

• What is a Thematic Learning Community?

• A set of two or more courses that focus on a common 
theme 

• The same students take all classes of the set in the same 
term 

• Instructors coordinate content and assignments related 
to the theme 
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One Institution’s Approach to Accountability

How does it work?

• Two or more courses are linked as co-requisites into a 
set or community using a theme. 

• When a student signs up for one of the courses within a 
set, a pop-up reminder window will be displayed to alert 
the student to also register for the co-requisite course. 

• Courses will remain separate on transcripts and thus will 
transfer as courses taken in a traditional format. 

• Students are encouraged to register early if they wish to 
participate in a Thematic Learning Community.
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One Institution’s Approach to Accountability

What are the benefits of taking courses in this format?

• Better connections with classmates 

• Increased interaction between faculty and students 

• Increased understanding of the connections between 
disciplines 

• Stronger connections between courses and learning 

• Greater course satisfaction 

• Potential for smaller classes 

• Courses offered at prime times 

• Increased satisfaction with the college experience 
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Responding on Accountability

• The SRU accountability and transparency profile 
includes mission critical information on student 
engagement, student learning, and assessment.  

• Nearly all of the information presented in the 
accountability Web site already existed in many 
disparate locations on the university’s Web site; this 
effort serves to pull this information together into 
one central repository that is current, relevant and 
easy to navigate.  
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Responding on Accountability

The link to the 
accountability information is 
prominently displayed on 
the university’s home page. 

The development of an 
institutional accountability 
Web site enables the 
university to centralize the 
location of important 
information and to provide 
additional relevant 
information that may not be 
possible though the national 
accountability initiatives.  
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National Accountability Initiative: VSA

The Voluntary System of 

Accountability (VSA) 

communicates information 

on the undergraduate 

student experience 

through a common Web 

reporting template, the 

College Portrait. 
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VSA NSSE Highlights

The VSA is a voluntary initiative for 

four-year public colleges and 

universities. Developed through a 

partnership between the American 

Association of State Colleges and 

Universities (AASCU) and the 

National Association of State 

Universities and Land-Grant 

Colleges (NASULGC), 

-Consumer information 

-Student experiences and 

perceptions 

-Student learning outcomes 
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Web-Site Development- Transparency & Accountability 

Recommendation
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Section Contents:

• President’s Welcome

• Frequently Used 

Content Links

•Sections
•About Our Students

•First Year Profile

•Transfer Profile

•Graduate Students

•Core Educational Outcomes

•Campus Engagement

•Costs & Financial Aid

•Classroom Environment

•Campus Living 

•Rock Solid Success

•Get to Know Us



About Our Students
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Section Contents:

Total Fall Enrollment

Total Enrollment by College

Distribution of total enrollment     

from the seven state regions

First year student application to 

matriculation

Most popular declared majors

Enrollment by geographic origin



About Our Students
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Section Contents:

Distribution of total 

enrollment from the seven 

state regions

First year student 

application to matriculation

Enrollment by geographic 

origin

By State

By County



First Year Profile
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Section Contents:

Top state for new first year students

Most popular declared majors for first year 

students

New enrolled first year students by gender

New first year students by ethnicity

New first year students by college

SAT composite scores for all new first year 

students

Top school districts for new first year students

Top counties for new first year students

Important facts about first year student 

preparation

Attitudes, aspirations and behaviors of first 

year students

Why do students choose to attend college?

First year orientation fun facts

The first year experience at SRU



First Year Profile Continued
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Section Contents:

New enrolled first year students by 

gender

New first year students by ethnicity

New first year students by college

Why do students choose to attend 

college?

First year orientation fun facts



First Year Profile Continued
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Section Contents:

SAT composite scores for all new 

first year students

Top school districts for new first year 

students

Top counties for new first year 

students



First Year Profile Continued
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First Year Profile Continued
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First Year Profile Continued
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First Year Profile Continued
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Transfer Profile
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Section Contents:

Transfer Students

Transfer students by college

New undergraduate transfer 

students by college

Most popular declared 

majors for new undergraduate 

transfer students

New transfer students by 

ethnicity and gender

Top transfer institutions, Fall 

2007



Transfer Students
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Core Educational Outcomes
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Section Contents:

Degrees Conferred

Student Persistence Rate

Six year graduation rate 

percentages

Retention rate of new full-time 

first year students

One year retention rate of new 

full-time first year students

How is the university using 

assessment to improve student 

learning



Core Educational Outcomes
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Student Persistence
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National Accreditations
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Section Contents:

Institutional Accreditation

College of Health,

Environment and Science

College of Education

College of Business, 

Information, and Social 

Science

College of Humanities, Fine 

and Performing Arts

Student Life



NSSE
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Section Contents:

2006 National Survey of 

Student Engagement (NSSE)

Level of Academic Challenge

Active and Collaborative 

Learning

Student-Faculty Interaction

Enriching Educational 

Experiences

Supportive Campus 

Environment



NSSE Benchmarks
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Section Contents:

NSSE Benchmarks

Level of Academic Challenge

Active and Collaborative 

Learning

Student-Faculty Interaction

Enriching Educational 

Experiences

Supportive Campus 

Environment



Link to NSSE Web site 
http://administration.sru.edu/WebComm/Admissions/NSSE/
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NSSE Web site
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SRU Report Dropdown

NSSE Video

NSSE Links 
Dropdown



NSSE Web site
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SRU Presentation 
on NSSE Results



Costs and Financial Aid
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Section Contents:

Costs of attendance/financial aid

Annual expenses 2007-08

Financial aid awards 2007-08

SRU first year student 

scholarships and tuition 

waivers 2006-07

Aid by type to SRU 

undergraduate students

Non-Resident Tuition 

Reduction Program

Financial aid and scholarship awards

Need-based aid applicants

Non-need students with aid

Student loans at SRU



Classroom Environment
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Section Contents:

Important Faculty Facts

Full-time faculty vs. part-time 

faculty

Use of Technology

Wireless areas on campus

Class Size

What is eLearning at ‘The 

Rock?’



Campus Living
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Section Contents:

Student Housing

Residential Commons and 

Residential Interest 

Communities

Current Residential Commons

Current Residential Interest 

Communities

Campus Safety

Emergency Alerts



Residential Suites – Residential Commons
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Section Contents:

Residential Commons and 

Residential Interest 

Communities

Current Residential 

Commons

Current Residential 

Interest Communities



Campus Safety
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Final Comments

As higher education moves into the future, the call for 

increased accountability and transparency will continue.  

We hope this presentation has shown how one institution's 

approach to increasing transparency can also serve as a 

meaningful way to inform and educate the campus 

community on student engagement, learning, and 

assessment.
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